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Hello !
I am NIkita Ujjainia, Final year student of 

Knitwear design department from National 
institute of fashion technology.

I still remember my first hand make garment 
from a single jersey knitted fabric. I couldn’t 

image how come a single fabric can be 
transformed into something so beautiful. 
Throughout my fashion college journey, I 

latched on to any and every project I could 
get. As a part of my knitwear designer journey, 
I explored the formation of fabric from yarns 

and made garment out of it.
My fond of Sci-fiction movies and novels 

made me transform my observation skills to a 
Fantasy Haute couture collection.

Showcasing what I have lernt, absorbed and 
explored in my journey as a Designer.

My Journey



Inspiration1

The movie 2012 (End of this world) is about the unawareness of the inhabitants, that the Earth has an expiration 
date. It shows occurences of calamities like earth quake and cyclones and volcanic eruptions which will lead to the 
end of the Earth.
In the movie Gravity, they’ve shown how with zero gravity affect humans and objects and how they cope up.
In movie Passenger they showed the effect of zero gravity on the water and how will it act in such situation. What 
will happen if Earth looses its gravitation forces.?
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Trend Analysis 2
New Mythology



Earth Without Gravity
- Effect on Water
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Formation of small waves Small bubble formation

Vaccum will create in air and trapes everything

Tides formation

Water floating in air

Every creature willbe  
floating along with 
water

Effect of Zero gravity on Water 

Gravity holds very particle together. 
What if one day, EARTH LOST ITS GRAVITY! 
At its pleasant visualisation, things would start float-
ing without restrictions. But soon they will shoot off 
upwards in a straight line. Organisms would lose con-
sciouness. Firmly rooted elements like trees and moun-
tains would eventually get uprooted. Atmosphere 
would disintegrate to expose the surface to vacuum. 
A spectacular transformation would be in the water, 
and depicting that is the motivation for this theme.  
Water remains calm and stable with its usual waves 
under the gravity. As soon as gravity is lost, a rip-
ple effect will appear on the water surface. The tides 
would intensify and there would be larger waves. 
Slowly the water would start rising in the form of 
water globules and bubbles. Bubbles floating all 
around in the air. Thus all water would evaporate 
into the sky. Rivers and seas would dry off taking 
away marine life with it. On the whole the effect 
would be catastrophic but there would be beauty in 
it, worth beholding.



Mulberry
Pantone 17-3014 TPX

Phlox
Pantone 19-2820 TPX

Botanical Garden
Pantone 19-5220 TPX

Gloxinia Pantone
Pantone 19-3022 TPX

Aqua Splash
Pantone 14-4812 TPX

Blue Turqious
Pantone 15-5217 TPX

Opal Blue 
Pantone 12-5406 TPX

Scuba Blue
Pantone 16-4725 TPX

Sea Port 
Pantone 19-4342 TPX

Enamel Blue 
Pantone18-4733 TPX

Dark Blue
Pantone 19-3045 TPX

Tile Blue
Pantone 18-4735 TPX

Galapagos Green
Pantone 18-5727 TPX
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2 ply Blue melange 

Sea blue polyester 

Sky blue polyester 

Sea green polyester
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2 ply Blue melange 

2 ply Solid blue 

2 ply solid grey

Blue fancy yarn

Sea green Yarn
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2 ply solid blue

2 ply melange blue

Blue melange fancy yarn

Sea green fancy yarn
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Blue polyester

2 ply blue melange

Blue melange 
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Grey 2 ply yarn

Sky blue fancy yarn

2 ply blue melange 

Blue fur yarn

Dark blue melange 2 ply
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sky blue 3 ply

sky blue fancy yarn

sea blue melange 2 ply

Blue fur yarn

Dark blue melange 2 ply
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